
Diversity Curriculum Committee Notes of Discussion (amended) 
September 17, 2021 – 10:30am-noon, via Zoom 

 
Meeting called by:  Chris Paige, Chair 
Type of meeting: Diversity Curriculum Committee 
Facilitator:  Chris Paige/Gretchen McAllister 
Note taker:  Barbara Branton 
 
Voting members: Ari Burford, Chris Paige, Darwin Mann, David Camacho, Debra Edgerton, Gretchen McAllister, Jane Marks, Michael Rulon, Ricardo Guthrie, 
Rosie Cordova, Samantha Clifford, Sakenya McDonald, James Ingram, Brandon Killby, Cole Eskridge 
 
Jeff Berglund, Melinda Treml, Teresa DelVecchio,  
 
Excuse: Gina Nabours, 

Guest:  

Topic Discussion 

Welcome 

Chris Paige serving as chair.  Following the call to order, members gave a quick introduction as several new members had joined. 

Quorum was present.  A couple members indicated their availability for a meeting time for the spring semester.  Members should 
anticipate a shift in day and time for spring 2022. 

Approval of Notes of 
Discussion 

J. Marks moved; M. Rulon seconded. It was noted that the meeting date and the leadership needed to be corrected.  Amended notes of 
discussion for September 2 were passed.   

DCC bylaws, and 
membership 

Building on the previous discussion on bylaws, members suggested expanding the definition of diversity to include the two new 
knowledge areas, Indigenous Peoples, and Intersectional Identities with focuses on political, social, cultural and personal dynamics 
related to one or more of the following: gender, race, sexuality, socio-economic class, or disability.   

Members asked if the bylaws should state a position on the need for increased resources such as retention of existing faculty and 
additional faculty to teach these courses/sections/knowledge areas.  It was concluded this concern is being spearheaded by the 
Diversity Fellows and probably isn’t part of the committee’s responsibilities.   

The committee’s composition was discussed, e.g., having 2 reps from each college like the other curriculum committees or seeking 
content experts and diversity commission members as a different approach.  Rigor for the embedded diversity perspective component 
is important to the committee.  This may not be a bylaw item but is a concern as courses are proposed.  As far back as 2003-5, when 
the first diversity courses/initiatives were developed, NAU has struggled to keep its expert faculty and build on its course offerings. 
Several suggestions were mentioned to improve the retention, including a centralized hiring effort by a high-level administrator in 
charge of recruitment for diversity faculty and support for a structured Diversity, Equity, Inclusion effort along with hiring a Chief 
Diversity Officer.  How to pursue this topic and updates will be on a future agenda.   



 

Faculty are concerned because they have served on committees and developed reports and the reports go nowhere and then a new 
committee is appointed and the process begins anew.  An easier fix for retention could be to turn non tenure track faculty into tenure 
track appointments.   

Chris and Gretchen agreed to work on bylaw revisions and bring written changes back to the committee for consideration.  Several 
members will also work on putting a proposal together to develop the necessary structure for a successful diversity component to the 
general studies program. Both groups will bring initial proposals back to the committee in 2 weeks. 

Overview of the 
coming year 

Members viewed revised slides, as shared with Faculty Senate, showing the projected shortfall for seats/courses as the general studies 
program is implemented.  The addition of Indigenous Peoples and Intersectional Identities affects the Diversity Curriculum committee.  
The intent is to phase in the program, increase the offerings, add attributes to the courses in PeopleSoft and then pivot the program in 
AY 24-25.  During the phasing in, reports could be generated to show how many students are benefiting from the new, more robust, 
offerings/requirements, without having to change their degree programs.   

As previously discussed, there should be some lateral shifting of distribution blocks to knowledge areas, e.g., US Ethnic to US Ethnic.  
The census reports will be distributed in September, seeking confirmation that what was originally stated hasn’t changed and asking if 
there any additional courses they would consider adding to the program.  This process can be completed by early November and then 
the Diversity Curriculum committee can review the lists and consider a consent agenda approach approving blanket acceptances 
moving existing diversity designated courses into the new but same categories.   

More review will be needed if a course is changing knowledge areas.  Departments will also be asked to prioritize their submissions.  
Seats for Indigenous Peoples, Intersectional Identities and American Institutions will be given priority for review and approval as these 
areas need the most courses/seats.   

There is confusion about how courses in the Critical Understanding category will move and the amount of review/revision those 
courses will require.  There are ±131 courses that will need to submit a proposal under the transition of courses process.  Additional 
information will be forthcoming to address this.   

Faculty workloads is an ongoing issue when the review process starts. Some have limited release time, that is devoted to their 
department/college, while others may have a larger service requirement outside their department.  Course releases are a problem 
when you have very small departments and no one else to teach the course if you are given a release to participate in a committee 
assignment. Faculty need written records for their Statement of Expectation files reflecting the effort they put into a committee.  This 
may be something to take up with the deans when individual/specific asks for courses are made.   

Essential Course 
Design Requirements 

A draft essential course design requirements form was presented.  This form will help to ensure rigor and help with the review of 
courses, confirming that the submission includes the required elements for the proposed designation.  A complementary form will be 
developed for the review process.  Members were asked to review this sample, consider colleagues response to the form, the efficacy 
of the form and bring back proposed revisions/edits. 

Wrap-up - Good of 
the order 

Next meeting is October 1. 

Adjourned M. Rulon moved, D. Edgerton seconded, and the meeting adjourned at 12:02pm. 



 


